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LOOKING FOR A COMPETITIVE EDGE?
The LEON ‘Commitment To Service’ continues 
to shine bright for tractor operators in need of 
precision engineered, hard working, reliable 
material handling equipment. LEON continues 
to showcase its special mounting and field 
service program in 2021 where highly trained 
LEON technicians travel directly to dealer and 
farm locations for ‘onsite installations’. Enjoy 
some photos and stories from the road as our 
experienced technical crew continue to work 
hard so you don’t have to.... 

FOR OVER 70 YEARS NOW.... 
LEON - YOUR HARD WORKING RELIABLE PARTNER    
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 Manitoba, Canada

          Wyoming, USA



LEON offers a ‘Special Mounting and Service Program’ where highly trained LEON technicians 
travel directly to the dealer and farming locations for ‘onsite installation’. With the cooperation 
of our partners LEON has mounted hundreds of units year round throughout North America…

LEON developed some of the first dozer blade mounts 
for Versatile tractors back in the 1960s. Today that 
tradition still continues with this new LEON 4000 Series 
mounted on a Versatile 435 in central Saskatchewan.

Lee from Kamsack, Saskatchewan proudly poses with 
his new LEON Model 4000 Quick On-Off blade installed 
by LEON field techs for his John Deere 8760 tractor....
just in time for winter.

With mounts available for hundreds of Deere tractor 
models, field technician Shawn outfitted this Alberta 
customer with a  LEON 18 foot Model 5000 Series 
on their powerful 570 hp John Deere 9570R series.

LEON showcases its fully loaded 65” high ‘6 Way’ 
Quick On-Off blade package on this stunning Case 540 
Quadtrac tractor in the North Battleford, Saskatchewan 
region. Thank you Redhead Equipment. 

For those that bleed John Deere green, LEON offers 
custom colored dozer blades painted in its powder 
coat facility to match customer’s exact requirements.  

LEON Dozer Blades are custom designed with the user 
in mind. All mounting designs are carefully thought 
through to allow for complete tractor serviceability. 

LEON Dozer Road StoriesLEON Dozer Road Stories



Dirt, gravel, and manure are no match for heavy duty 
LEON High Definition Dozer Blades. With reinforced 
high wear moldboards you are ready to tackle any job.

Keith showcases LEON high blade lift capabilities on 
this Case Model 375 Series Quadtrac. This feature is 
great for stacking and piling snow and silage.

Designed to withstand thousands of hours of heavy 
duty use LEON blades are often referred to as a 
farmer’s best friend.

Cattle farmers can depend on LEON for important 
chores around the feedlot. Piling feed pen manure and 
snow clearing are necessary tasks for this USA farm.

LEON has a vast array of mounts for the complete Agco 
family of tractors. Pictured above is Royal Farms with 
their new blade for the Agco Star 8425 series.  

LEON is proud to support and mount many high quality 
European tractor brands including the line of ‘front 3 
pt hitch’ and ‘non front 3 pt hitch’ Fendt Vario tractors.



Dozers For Any Application!Dozers For Any Application!



1. LEON ‘Quick On Quick Off mounting and dismounting’  
 allows entire assembly to be removed in just minutes.

2. The LEON design maximizes the highest underframe   
 clearance possible so you don’t get hung up in soft terrain.

3. Superior blade lift height for stacking and piling.

4. High Definition dozer blades to increase pushing volume and   
 protect tractor grill.

5. Special blade contour design rolls the load ahead.

6. Mounting points when driving into the dozer are visible to the   
 operator.

7. LEON’s powerful inline hydraulic angling is featured 
 on all models.
8. Only LEON preassembles it’s push assemblies and   
 hydraulic packages so you don’t have to!

9. LEON engineers and technicians take special care when 
 designing LEON dozer blades to ensure accessibility and   
 serviceability.

10. On the LEON Model 2530 and the Model 3530, LEON utilizes   
 one push point for easier mounting in the rear of the tractor.

11. LEON Hydraulic Vertical Tilt option can be added at any time on   
 All Models.

12. LEON offers a hydraulic quick attach assembly to   
 hydraulically remove blade on its 4WD models.

13. Full line of top, side and angled blade extensions 
 are available.

14. Complete 8 way Joystick Packages are available for LEON   
 Dozer Blade Units upon request.

15. LEON mount kit selection goes back over 70 years!

16. LEON takes special care to ensure ‘Tractor Safe Mountings’   
 on all models.

17. On special orders, LEON will custom color your blade to match   
 your tractor.

18. LEON Dozer Blades are truly a multipurpose item for year round   
 use! Snow, dirt, and silage applications are just a few of the uses   
 for the LEON Dozer Blade.

19. LEON offers Front Mount ‘3 Point Hitch’ Models for major   
 makes of tractors and payloaders.

20. LEON offers special mounting programs to help dealers 
 and customers.

TOP 20 REASONS 
LEON IS YOUR #1 CHOICE



The ‘future of farming’ is bright with the potential 
younger generations bring to the family farm. Experts 
predict crop production will need to double to feed the 
world’s population in 2050. LEON will be there to help. 

Help increase the resale value of your older tractor with 
the productivity a Leon Dozer Blade offers. This North 
Dakota farmer worked with LEON techs to upgrade his 
Versatile 836 Series tractor with a helping hand.

Need to free up your tractor to use other implements? 
No problem! LEON techs demonstrate how easy it is 
to mount and dismount LEON quick attach frames in 
just minutes.

New Holland tractors from all eras continue to be a 
popular fit for LEON Dozer Blades. The LEON design 
was engineered to place minimum stress on tractor 
frames while providing a higher level of safety. 

Thank you to the countless farmers and ranchers who 
provide LEON technicians a safe environment to work 
in.  Many go the extra mile with a smile and warm cup 
of coffee to make our technicians feel extra welcome. 

Boasting the maximum underframe clearance and 
highest lift height capabilities available, LEON design 
engineers work tirelessly with reputable dealers and 
farmers to perfect their industry leading designs.  

MORE MORE LEON Dozer Road PhotosLEON Dozer Road Photos



Hydraulic 6 Way Vertical Tilt can be instrumental when 
shaping land and roads. This valuable accessory can 
be added to any LEON 2WD, 4WD, or Track Drive Dozer 
Blade at time of order or down the road . 

Case tractors continue to be one of the most popular 
LEON Dozer Blade tractors.Thank you Rocky Mountain 
Group for this installation photo featuring a 14 ft Model 
5000 Series ‘ready to work’ on the Case 580 Quadtrac.

High blade lift height is not just a great LEON feature 
for stacking and piling; it also helps to eliminate 
material back dragging to keep you more productive. 

Powerful ‘industrial strength’ RAM Hydraulic Cylinders 
are strategically positioned on LEON Dozer systems to 
avoid exposure to debris when in operation. 

Winter time can bring a lot of snow. Randy takes a break 
to show one of his many LEON Dozer Blades hard at 
work clearing and reopening municipal roadways.

LEON offers a complete line of quick on-off Dozer Blade 
packages with various options developed exclusively 
for hundreds of 2WD tractors in the 50 to 250 hp range.   



NO LIMITS - NO BOUNDRIES !!!NO LIMITS - NO BOUNDRIES !!!
DID YOU KNOW ?
LEON DOZER BLADES 
are hard at work on all 
SEVEN continents....
including Antartica! 

Photo of LEON 4WD Model 3545D on CAT 55 
Series submitted by Logan Johnson of the United 
States Antarctic Program. Thank you Logan! 
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CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR 
LEON Offers 
Countless 
Custom Powder 
Paint Options

YOUR FRIENDS IN THE FIELD !
‘ LEON DOZER INSTALL TEAM ’ BUILD YOUR OWNBUILD YOUR OWN

DOZER BLADEDOZER BLADE
LEON offers many options for special applications:

Joystick 
Control        
Options

Steven Allan

Matthew Shawn

Serrated   
Cutting Edges

Keith 

Multi-Coupler    
Option


